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It used to be that businesses like yours could deal with
data growth by simply purchasing additional hardware and
storage. No longer. With the advent of social media, IM, voice,
and mobile devices, data is everywhere—and it’s growing at
exponential rates.
It’s no longer enough to simply buy more storage for data archiving. Beyond the issue of storage
capacity and cost, you face the challenge of proactively managing a massive amount of data for
retention, search, end-user access, eDiscovery, legal holds, supervision, and compliance. Typically,
organizations have dealt only with archiving email and file system data; but now they must address
other channels, including social media, IM, and structured data formats. Increasing industry and
government regulations are also creating the need to retain and manage all forms of information to
meet compliance. Dodd-Frank regulations, for example, stipulate to specific organizations that all
records and recorded communications related to an executed trade must be retained for periods of
up to 30 years or longer, and must be accessible within 24–72 hours.
These challenges are impacting your ability to efficiently and defensibly manage all forms of data
residing in various locations across your organization. Without a robust information archiving
solution to consolidate and provide clear insight into your data, it’s difficult to meet corporate,
industry or government compliance. The penalties affiliated with non-compliance stemming from
spoliation, loss of data, inconsistent policy enforcement, or unknown “dark data” can be severe,
including large punitive sanctions. An information archiving solution can help your organization
increase efficiency by reducing the data footprint, mitigate risk with greater visibility into information,
and reduce costs with effective policy management.
Organizations must gain increased visibility and knowledge across all of their data. Without the
ability to understand and confirm the value of your data, you cannot adequately identify the risks
your data presents, quickly respond to requests with accurate responsive information, defensibly
dispose of data, or enable effective policy management. These limitations can subject you to
increased risk, non-compliance, higher costs, and lower productivity.

Explosion of data

Data everywhere

Real-time access

Increased requirements

• Data growing 40% per year

• Mobile, virtual, cloud joins
physical

• Always-on applications and
users

• Escalating industry and
government regulations

• Mobile endpoints are
unprotected

• Users have high up-time
expectations

• Litigation increasingly
involving ESI

• 67% of users have three or
more computing platforms

• Business continuity moves
to forefront

• Internal information needs

• New, unstructured data types
to manage
• Storage growth is outpacing
IT budget

Too much data to govern effectively
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HPE Information Archiving solutions include HPE Digital Safe and HPE Verity Information Archiving
which deliver intelligent archiving to manage and control data across most information formats
and repositories. HPE Information Archiving solutions provide rich visibility and conceptual
understanding to hundreds of data types from most enterprise repositories, including social media,
IM, audio, and structured data.
As a next-generation information archiving solution you can proactively manage your data within
a consolidated archive, without being limited to legacy formats. Storage optimization capabilities
address key company initiatives including increased IT efficiency, cost reduction, and improved
data access across the organization. These information archiving solutions allow you to take a
huge step forward to reduce your overall data footprint, proactively control data growth, and limit
the need for additional storage capacity and other resources.
Together with consistent policy management, the insight and intelligence provided by these offerings
enables automated control and knowledge of the information. Regardless of the scale of data, it can
be retained, disposed, monitored, and secured in a defensible manner to meet corporate, industry,
and government compliance requirements. Industry-leading supervision and surveillance integration
with HPE Supervisor provides support for management, review, and monitoring of electronic
communications subject to oversight requirements. Rich information insight allows information to be
discoverable and accessible by the right people at the right time, to help you reduce legal costs and
risk. These offerings fully support the adoption of mobile devices by providing users transparent and
real-time access to their data to enhance productivity. With multiple deployment options you have
the flexibility to implement an information archiving solution that meets your specific business
and IT goals.
As integral components of an overall information governance framework, these archiving solutions
provide even greater value when combined with HPE eDiscovery, HPE Legal Hold, HPE Supervisor,
and HPE Structured Data Manager, to support a full spectrum of business critical data management.
The HPE Information Archiving offerings are market-proven and used by leading financial
institutions, global law firms, Fortune 100 companies, and many other organizations to maintain
compliance, mitigate risk, increase IT efficiency, and support legal preparedness.
HPE Information Archiving solutions address the many data management challenges encountered
by organizations across all verticals. Through unified information archiving, companies can identify,
manage, and control virtually all data sources to apply comprehensive policy management and
support legal preparedness. Compliance risk can be significantly mitigated via automated policy
management to enforce the retention and disposal of enterprise-wide data in a consistent, defensible
manner according to business, industry, and regulatory requirements. Organizations can reduce
storage and hardware costs with a smaller data footprint by leveraging storage optimization
technologies including deduplication, single-instancing, and compression. Essential to eDiscovery,
investigations, and end-user access, these solutions leverage conceptual search capabilities to quickly
identify critical, responsive data with accuracy and understanding.
For even greater business agility and flexibility, HPE Verity Information Archiving can be deployed
in a variety of economical private or public cloud infrastructures to deliver cloud-based information
governance globally. HPE Digital Safe enables information archiving in one of the world’s largest
private clouds, and is protected across multiple geographically separated SOC 2 data centers utilizing
split-cell WORM technology to prevent data loss.
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Find the right archiving solution
In today’s rapidly changing business and information landscape, it is imperative that organizations
are prepared to overcome the challenges presented by these changes with an intelligent information
archiving solution. As data growth explodes, formats expand, regulations escalate, and efficient
real-time access to all data is demanded, you face the potential for higher risk, increased compliance
obligations, and higher IT costs. HPE Information Archiving solutions provide deep insight
and knowledge to understand your data and its value, take action based on this intelligence,
and make the right business decisions to support compliance, legal preparedness, risk mitigation,
and IT efficiency.
The right information archiving solution provides one of the most important elements of an
overall information governance strategy. As a central piece of your information governance
program, it can have a significant positive impact across your organization from compliance
and risk mitigation, to efficient end-user access and IT productivity.

Rely on inside knowledge and know-how
The Hewlett Packard Enterprise Professional Services team is the right choice for your
implementation. We employ a global team of consultants with the expertise and experience
necessary to provide the optimal solution for your unique environment. A direct link with
engineering and product development enables our Professional Services team to assess and
deploy solutions, while relying on experience gained through hundreds of engagements.
Whether you are in the process of defining your business information strategy, planning your
implementation, or maintaining/enhancing your solution, the Professional Services group
can provide value along the way. We bring best-practice design, planning, and deployment
experience to every implementation.

About HPE Management and Governance
As a global leader in technology, software, solutions, and services, HPE provides a single source
for its customers to meet their business information needs with industry-leading technology and
innovations. As a market leader in records management, enterprise search, information archiving,
automatic content classification, supervision, and surveillance, large financial institutions and global
organizations rely on HPE Information Governance solutions.
HPE has built a comprehensive information governance program with a module-based approach.
It can be implemented individually to solve a specific problem, or be combined to deliver even
greater value as a complete end-to-end solution. It helps organizations to address the needs and
challenges presented by their information. With an end-to-end information governance approach,
organizations can unify information silos, and allow organizations to access, understand, control,
and act on enterprise information in accordance with business, compliance, legal, and information
management objectives.

Learn more at

hpe.com/software/informationarchiving
Sign up for updates
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